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Would you be interested in
visiting a school in your
district and meeting with
local educators?

On school finance, do you:

Do you wish to sponsor
legislation on school finance?

Anything you want to add on
school finance?

On co-location of services, do
you:

Do you wish to sponsor
legislation on co-location of
services?

Anything you want to add on
co-location of services?

On student and staff safety,
do you:
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House. Chittenden 6.1

chittenden 6.1

YES

Agree

YES

as I pass around the neighborhood in Burlington knocking on doors, property
taxes are significant in terms of the number of times voters raise them as their
primary issue.  The next step in the formula of non primary residence and
business assessment should be interesting.   I would hope to address the
disparate treatment of EARNED versus UNEARNED income would also be
addressed in the total income computation.

Agree

YES

After a career of working with socioeconomically disadvantaged children,
incompetent parenting, and a deficit of interventional services as a DCF social
worker, I am sensitive to the needs of kids and the problems with parents who
can't or will not assist in providing solutions.   Interventions like free/reduced
lunch and breakfast have proven their worth repeatedly.  Offering services
beyond hunger can only enhance the ability for a child to function and succeed
with the earliest boost possible.

Agree



Do you wish to sponsor
legislation on student and
staff safety?

Anything you want to add on
student and staff safety?

On paraeducators do you:

Do you wish to sponsor
legislation on paraeducators?

Anything you want to add on
paraeducators?

On public funded and
provided Pre-K, do you:

Do you wish to sponsor
legislation on public funded
and provided Pre-K?

 Anything you want to add on
public funded and provided
Pre-K?

On health care costs, do you:

Do you wish to sponsor
legislation on health care
costs?

Anything you want to add on
health care costs?

YES

I know of no reason in hell that someone should be expected to do a job without
adequate training and skill development necessary to master the job at hand.  
There is no reason that going to work should ever result in an opportunity for
personal harm or death.   The family of Laura Sobel knows that unless forced,
systems will not do what is necessary to protect workers.

Agree

YES

I agree with the fundamental idea that the state department of education should
lay out the broad parameters of educational expectations and that
implementation of teaching strategies and goals should be the responsibility of
local boards of education.  As a two term Burlington School Board member, I
can imagine the difficulty of implementing overly narrow and restrictive cookie
cutter regulations.
Para educators provide an essential link between the needs of the student and
the implementation of the educational plan, be it an IEP or regular classroom
participant.  
Sorry got off on a bit of a rant there.

Agree

YES

results speak for themselves.  early is the BEST investment.

Agree

YES

BIG issue.  under Shumlin, we took a rather disappointing stab at a new system
of healthcare administration.   IT failed because the Governor was easily
distractible or another force intervened, but it is something WE SHOULD TAKE
ANOTHER STAB AT.  
Health care cost grows at the rate of innovation more so than the rate of
inflation.  One of the most expeditious ways to reduce consumer costs of
healthcare is to REMOVE the profit gouging insurance companies from the
equation.  Essentially the insurance industry simply writes a check to pay our
bills.  Why should they net massive profits for such a menial task??   Health care
itself needs monitoring and controls but I generally think the quality of care
provided by our system is good.   There are excellent providers we should
emulate.  This is a yuge challenge.   



On the right to strike, do you:

Anything you want to add on
the right to strike?

On retirement security for
teachers, do you:

Anything you want to add on
retirement security for
teachers?

On good cause employment,
do you:

Do you wish to sponsor
legislation on good cause
employment?

Anything you want to add on
good cause employment?

Agree

Kurt Wright......  denial of the right to strike is his signature issue.   it is the only
issue he seems to want to introduce legislation for.
This is one of the major reasons I am running against him.   As President
Emeritus of the VSEA, the rights of working people to determine their destiny
without restriction is important to me.

Agree

As a member of the Vermont Pension Investment Committee, I know the real
cost of underfunding to employees and the employer.  It is fools folly to expect to
meet obligations without adequate investment.
Promises made should be promises kept.   Fiduciary responsibility dictates
adequate funding be recommended to the legislature for appropriation and to the
governor for signature.

Agree

YES

simply the way it should be.


